
  

Documentation Friday



  

After the warm-up activities on the playground the students were divided into 5 groups and 
worked on different presentations about the different activities that we have done during the 

week.

As part of the documentation team of our last weekday in Mallorca, we split into smaller 
groups to follow and join the revision process that our colleagues took up, also separating 
into the different days to write summaries, upload pictures and prepare the presentations.

These will be displayed this evening as a part of our goodbye gathering, followed by a buffet 
kindly prepared by our hosts and a party to celebrate the new experiences, places seen, 
memories and friendships made, as well as our upcoming trip to Croatia, which we’re all 

looking forward to.

The various groups had of course a similar work pattern and plan, so after writing a text 
about the day’s activities, they used it to create a PowerPoint presentation, adding apt 

pictures and getting ready for tonight.



  

Group 1: Monday

The Group Monday split in five groups by countries. 
Each of these presents a different part of the day, 

talking about the warm-up activities and the 
headteacher welcome, the Spanish, Swiss, German 

and Croatian presentations as well as the visit to 
the winery and Ca’n Gelabert.

Group 2: Tuesday

They uploaded pictures and information on 
"etwinning", wrote about the Erasmus project and 

what we learned (fake news, social media, 
mossos...), divided into 3 smaller groups to do so.

This project helped young people to understand 
consequences of fake news and to learn how to use 

the internet in a responsible way.



  

Group 3: Wednesday

The smaller groups collected the photos taken on 
Wednesday, the information necessary to write a 
text about what happened and about the day in 

Mallorca. 

Group 4: Thursday

This last team also prepared the material needed 
for this evening about the workshops we had on 

topics like Digital Identity.



  

Movie Making Group

One of the teams worked on a little film from each day they documented. They downloaded a special 
program and after this, they started exchanging the material and  producing the video.

We all (documentation group) consequently wrote texts that we compared and merged in the informatic 
room to turn them into a presentation of our own.
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